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ABSTRACT 29 

Community ecology can link habitat to disease via interactions among habitat, focal 30 

hosts, other hosts, their parasites, and predators.  However, complicated food web interactions 31 

(i.e., trophic interactions among predators, and their impacts on host density and diversity) often 32 

obscure the important pathways regulating disease.  Here, we disentangle community drivers in a 33 

case study of planktonic disease, using a two-step approach.   34 

In step one, we tested univariate field patterns linking community interactions to two 35 

disease metrics.  Density of focal hosts (Daphnia dentifera) was related to density but not 36 

prevalence of fungal (Metschnikowia bicuspidata) infections.  Both disease metrics appeared to 37 

be driven by selective predators that cull infected hosts (fish, e.g. Lepomis macrochirus), sloppy 38 

predators that spread parasites while feeding (midges, Chaoborus punctipennis), and spore 39 

predators that reduce contact between focal hosts and parasites (other zooplankton, especially 40 

small-bodied Ceriodaphnia sp.).  Host diversity also negatively correlated with disease, 41 

suggesting a dilution effect.  However, several of these univariate patterns are initially 42 

misleading, due to confounding ecological links among habitat, predators, host density, and host 43 

diversity.   44 

In step two, path models uncovered and explained these misleading patterns, and 45 

grounded them in habitat structure (refuge size).  First, rather than directly reducing infection 46 

prevalence, fish predation drove disease indirectly through changes in density of midges and 47 

frequency of small spore predators (which became more frequent in lakes with small refuges).  48 

Second, small spore predators drove the two disease metrics through fundamentally different 49 

pathways: They directly reduced infection prevalence, but indirectly reduced density of infected 50 

hosts by lowering density of focal hosts (likely via competition).  Third, the univariate diversity-51 
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disease pattern (signaling a dilution effect) merely reflected the confounding direct effects of 52 

these small spore predators.  Diversity per se had no effect on disease, after accounting for the 53 

links between small spore predators, diversity, and infection prevalence.  In turn, these small 54 

spore predators were regulated by both size-selective fish predation and refuge size.  Thus, path 55 

models not only explain each of these surprising results, but also trace their origins back to 56 

habitat structure.   57 

 58 

KEY WORDS 59 

 Disease ecology, community ecology, selective predation, sloppy predation, spore predation, 60 

dilution effect, friendly competition, healthy herds, Daphnia, Metschnikowia, path analysis 61 
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INTRODUCTION   62 

Habitat change can increase disease outbreaks (Williams et al. 2002, Patz et al. 2004).  63 

Community ecology can explain this connection by linking habitat to disease via variation in 64 

density of focal hosts and interactions among them, other hosts, their parasites, and predators 65 

(Ostfeld et al. 2008, Johnson et al. 2015).  High host density can promote density-dependent 66 

disease transmission (Anderson and May 1981).  Additionally, predators can drive disease by 67 

selectively culling infected hosts (Packer et al. 2003), spreading (Cáceres et al. 2009) or 68 

consuming free-living parasites (Johnson et al. 2010), or via other mechanisms less relevant here, 69 

including consumption of intermediate hosts for trophically-transmitted parasites (see Johnson et 70 

al. 2010).  Furthermore, interactions among hosts can also regulate disease transmission (Holt et 71 

al. 2003).  In the ‘dilution effect’ paradigm, higher host diversity (specifically, higher 72 

frequencies of low competency ‘diluter’ hosts) reduces disease, because these rarer ‘diluters’ 73 

interfere with disease transmission among more common, more competent focal hosts (Ostfeld 74 

and Keesing 2000b, Civitello et al. 2015a).  In turn, habitat structure can regulate disease by 75 

changing each of these, i.e., through variation in host density (e.g., white nose syndrome in bats: 76 

Langwig et al. 2012), changes in predation (amphibian trematodes: Johnson and Chase 2004, 77 

schistosomiasis: Sokolow et al. 2015) or abundance of ‘diluter’ hosts, and hence host diversity 78 

(Lyme disease: Ostfeld and Keesing 2000b, Wood and Lafferty 2013).  In these examples, links 79 

between habitat, density of focal hosts, predation, and diversity of all hosts can pinpoint why 80 

disease varies among habitats.  Thus, these community links provide essential insights for 81 

understanding, predicting, or even managing disease across many important systems.   82 

Unfortunately, complicated food web interactions often obscure the important pathways 83 

linking habitat to disease.  For instance, habitat structure can simultaneously regulate densities of 84 
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important predators and hosts (Ostfeld et al. 1996, Orrock et al. 2011, Penczykowski et al. 2014).  85 

Thus, apparent effects of predators, focal host density, and host diversity can become correlated.  86 

Furthermore, interactions among predators and hosts can entangle direct effects on disease with 87 

indirect effects.  For example, predators can consume each other (Levi et al. 2012, Rohr et al. 88 

2015), lower focal host density (Lafferty 2004, Strauss et al. 2015), change the relative 89 

frequencies of high and low competency hosts (Borer et al. 2009), or act as more resistant hosts 90 

themselves, hence increasing diversity (Hall et al. 2010, Rohr et al. 2015).  Indirect effects of 91 

predators, mediated by consumption of other key predators or hosts, can even matter more than 92 

their direct influence on disease (e.g., Borer et al. 2009).  Disentangling these interactions 93 

becomes even more challenging when they depend sensitively on the metric of disease 94 

considered.  For example, density of infected hosts or vectors (measurements of parasite success) 95 

may depend most sensitively on drivers that regulate overall host (or vector) density.  In contrast, 96 

infection prevalence (a measurement of infection risk) may depend more on drivers that directly 97 

interfere with transmission, regardless of host density (e.g., Vanbuskirk and Ostfeld 1995, 98 

Randolph and Dobson 2012, Strauss et al. 2015).  All of these complications pose major 99 

challenges for community ecologists seeking to link habitat to disease using field data. 100 

Path models firmly grounded in natural history can provide a solution to these problems 101 

(see Grace et al. 2010).  Here, we illustrate a two-step approach in a case study of planktonic 102 

disease (see Hall et al. 2010).  In step one, we identify theoretically relevant drivers of disease 103 

and their interactions, and test all relationships with univariate field patterns.  We begin by 104 

introducing our study system and the role of focal host density as a potential disease driver.  105 

Then, we review and test three general and relevant modes of predation on disease (Table 1).  106 

Next, we describe and test six types of complicating but essential links among habitat structure, 107 
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host density, predators, and host diversity.  Specifically, Links 1-4) predators can be regulated by 108 

habitat structure and other predators, and Link 5) density of focal hosts and Link 6) host diversity 109 

can both be regulated by predators.  In turn, host diversity also appears linked to disease.  In step 110 

two, the univariately significant ecological links guide the creation of path models.  Path models 111 

disentangle direct effects of predators from their indirect effects on disease, and distinguish 112 

spurious correlations from causal drivers.  We fit separate path models to predict infection 113 

prevalence and then density of infected hosts.  These separate models highlight key differences 114 

among the strengths of links (paths) from habitat to these disease metrics.  With this two-step 115 

approach, we uncover the most important species interactions driving disease, and ground them 116 

in habitat structure.   117 

 118 

STEP ONE – THEORETICALLY RELEVANT DRIVERS AND LINKS (UNIVARIATE)  119 

Study system 120 

Focal host and parasite 121 

Our focal host, the cladoceran zooplankter Daphnia dentifera, is a dominant, non-122 

selective grazer in many freshwater lakes in North America (Tessier and Woodruff 2002), 123 

including the southwestern Indiana lakes studied here.  In many lakes, this host experiences 124 

autumnal epidemics of a virulent fungus, Metschnikowia bicuspidata (Overholt et al. 2012, 125 

Penczykowski et al. 2014).  Hosts encounter infectious fungal spores while non-selectively filter-126 

feeding for algal food (Hall et al. 2007).  Infected hosts cannot recover and die from infection.  127 

After host death, spores are released back into the water column.  Thus, M. bicuspidata acts as a 128 

parasitic obligate killer (Ebert and Weisser 1997).  With this natural history, transmission could 129 
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increase with higher host density and higher density of free-living fungal spores (Anderson and 130 

May 1981). 131 

 132 

Three Modes of Predation 133 

Three modes of predation appear to regulate fungal epidemics in lake populations of our 134 

focal host.  Each mode is grounded in general theory and arises in other host-parasite systems 135 

(Table 1).  First, selective predators (bluegill sunfish [Lepomis macrochirus]) selectively target 136 

and cull infected hosts, reducing prevalence and density of infections (Packer et al. 2003, Hall et 137 

al. 2005; the 'healthy herds' hypothesis).  Fungal infection makes hosts opaque, and hence more 138 

conspicuous to fish predators (Duffy and Hall 2008).  Fish then consume parasites along with 139 

infected hosts ("concomitant predation"; see Johnson et al. 2010), resulting in a net loss of fungal 140 

spores.  Thus, high fish predation lowers infection prevalence of focal hosts (Hall et al. 2005, 141 

Hall et al. 2010). 142 

Second, “sloppy” predators  (Chaoborus punctipennis midge larvae) distribute 143 

infectious spores when they attack infected prey.  Midge predators release spores higher in the 144 

water column, alleviating an environmental trap created when dead infected hosts sink.  Focal 145 

hosts consume these dispersed spores, increasing infection prevalence (Cáceres et al. 2009).  146 

Midges can also induce changes in host phenotype that increase susceptibility (Duffy et al. 147 

2011).  High midge density correlates with higher infection prevalence in two sets of lakes (Hall 148 

et al. 2010, Penczykowski et al. 2014).  Thus, selective and sloppy predators have opposite 149 

effects on disease spread.   150 

Third, spore predators (other non-selective zooplankton [cladoceran] filter-feeders) 151 

consume free-living parasites while rarely becoming sick.  Spore predation reduces contact 152 
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between focal hosts and parasites (Johnson et al. 2010).  In our study system, spore predators can 153 

also compete with focal hosts, and contribute to host diversity (see more below).  The most 154 

common spore predator taxa in our lakes (Ceriodaphnia sp.) highly resists infection, and the 155 

second most common (D. pulicaria) is almost completely immune.  The former can reduce 156 

prevalence and density of infections in experiments, and both appear to reduce infection 157 

prevalence in lake communities (D. pulicaria: Hall et al. 2009, Ceriodaphnia: Strauss et al. 158 

2015).  Other even rarer cladoceran spore predators co-occur, but they rarely (if ever) become 159 

infected in lakes we sample (SRH, unpublished).  Thus, these three modes of predation 160 

(selective, sloppy, and spore predation) each regulate disease through distinct mechanisms.   161 

 162 

Links 1-4): Predators may be regulated by habitat structure and other predators 163 

Refuge size, a critical habitat variable, varies among lakes and regulates selective fish 164 

predation.  Visually oriented fish predators target large, conspicuous zooplankton (Brooks and 165 

Dodson 1965, Vanni 1986).  However, large zooplankton can escape fish predation in the deep 166 

water refuge habitat.  This refuge habitat is bounded at the top by temperature change (due to 167 

habitat choice by warm-water fishes), and at the bottom by oxygen depletion (due to 168 

physiological demands of zooplankton).  Intensity of fish predation proves difficult to measure 169 

directly, but small body size of focal hosts indicates more intense predation (e.g., Mills and 170 

Schiavone 1982, Vanni 1986, Carpenter et al. 1987).  Thus, smaller refuges should cause more 171 

intense fish predation (i.e., smaller focal host body size; Link 1 ).   172 

Trophic interactions among predators, regulated by refuge size, could confound direct 173 

(Table 1) and indirect drivers of disease.  Fish predators consume sloppy midge predators, and 174 

midge predators can also seek deep water refuge from fish predation (Gonzalez and Tessier 175 
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1997).  Thus, intensity of fish predation (Link 2a) and/or refuge size (Link 2b ) could regulate 176 

the density of midge predators.  Furthermore, midges are gape-limited, preferentially culling 177 

smaller hosts (Pastorok 1981), and can induce plastic increases in host body size (Duffy et al. 178 

2011).  Thus, midges could also potentially impact the fish predation index (body size of focal 179 

hosts).  Either way, fish predation intensity and midge density should be negatively correlated.   180 

Both fish predators and midge predators selectively consume spore predators based on 181 

body size.  Visually oriented fish target larger taxa, while gape-limited midges target smaller 182 

taxa (Gonzalez and Tessier 1997, Tessier and Woodruff 2002).  The most common spore 183 

predator is small, and hence less conspicuous to fish but more susceptible to midges 184 

(Ceriodaphnia; hereafter: small spore predators.  Frequency of these small spore predators 185 

within the host community should be higher in lakes with smaller refuges (Link 3a), more 186 

intense fish predation (Link 3b ), and fewer midge predators (Link 3c).  Larger bodied Daphnia 187 

pulicaria (hereafter: large spore predators) are more vulnerable to fish and less to midges.  188 

Moreover, these large spore predators compete superiorly without fish predation (Leibold 1991).  189 

Thus, they should become more frequent in lakes with larger refuges (Link 4a), less intense fish 190 

predation (Link 4b ), and more midge predators (Link 4c).  Overall, variation in refuge size and 191 

predation regimes should govern the importance of these two spore predators and perhaps restrict 192 

them to different types of lakes.  All of these trophic interactions create interpretation problems 193 

with univariate data, because apparent effects of predators on disease could actually arise from 194 

changes in their prey (other predators). 195 

 196 

Link 5): Host density may be regulated by predators 197 
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When disease transmission is density dependent, species interactions that regulate host 198 

density could indirectly drive disease (Anderson and May 1981).  For example, predators that 199 

consume focal hosts and reduce their density can inhibit disease spread (e.g., Lafferty 2004).  200 

Alternatively, competitors can inhibit disease spread if they reduce focal host density by 201 

depleting shared resources (e.g., Mitchell et al. 2002).  Fish predators and midge predators both 202 

consume focal hosts, and spore predators compete with focal hosts for shared algal resources 203 

(Gonzalez and Tessier 1997, Tessier and Woodruff 2002, Hall et al. 2009, Strauss et al. 2015).  204 

Thus, focal host density could be lower in lakes with more intense fish predation (Link 5a) or 205 

more midge predators (Link 5b ), or in lakes dominated by small spore predators/competitors 206 

(Link 5c) or large spore predator/competitors (Link 5d ).  These potential indirect effects 207 

mediated by host density could even exceed the direct effects of these predators on disease 208 

(Table1).   209 

Moreover, the importance of density-mediated effects could depend on the disease metric 210 

considered.  Indirect effects mediated by density of focal hosts depend on strong links between 211 

focal host density and disease.  However, host density can be more closely linked to density of 212 

focal host infections than infection prevalence, for example, due to non-linear density-prevalence 213 

relationships (Civitello et al. 2013).  Thus, predators that regulate focal host density may 214 

primarily drive variation in density of infected hosts.  In contrast, predators that interfere with 215 

transmission through other mechanisms might more strongly drive variation in infection 216 

prevalence (see Vanbuskirk and Ostfeld 1995, Randolph and Dobson 2012, Strauss et al. 2015).  217 

Here, spore predators uniquely drive disease through two mechanisms: lowering focal host 218 

density via competition, and consuming of free-living parasites (Hall et al. 2009, Strauss et al. 219 
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2015).  Thus, the relative importance of these two mechanisms could depend on the metric of 220 

disease considered (prevalence vs. density of infections). 221 

 222 

Link 6): Host diversity may be regulated by spore predators (hosts themselves) 223 

 The roles of spore predators also become entangled with a potentially spurious ‘dilution 224 

effect’.  A dilution effect associates decreases in host diversity with increases in disease risk for 225 

a focal host species (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000a, Keesing et al. 2006, Civitello et al. 2015a).  226 

This pattern emerges when rarer ‘diluters’ interfere with transmission among more competent, 227 

more common focal hosts.  Interference can occur through spore predation (Johnson et al. 2010) 228 

or competition with focal hosts (Keesing et al. 2006).  Thus, spore predators may serve as 229 

potential ‘diluters’ in our study system.  Critically however, a spurious diversity-disease 230 

correlation could merely reflect the impacts of certain spore predators reducing disease, rather 231 

than any effects of host diversity per se (see LoGiudice et al. 2003, Randolph and Dobson 2012).  232 

This spurious result could occur if spore predators simultaneously reduce disease and increase 233 

our index of host diversity.   234 

Accounting for links between spore predator frequencies and host diversity may help 235 

disentangle these potential impacts of host diversity per se from impacts of key spore predators.  236 

Because host communities in our lakes are so uneven (see below), we represent host diversity 237 

(including both focal hosts and spore predators) with the inverse Simpson’s diversity index.  238 

With focal hosts dominating most of our lake communities, host diversity should increase with 239 

higher frequencies of small spore predators (Lin k 6a), large spore predators (Link 6b ), and other 240 

spore predators (Link 6c).  However, as spore predators become even more frequent and begin 241 

to dominate, a higher frequency of spore predators will actually decrease the inverse Simpson’s 242 
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host diversity index.  By including a few of these types of lakes, we may be able to decouple host 243 

diversity (which would begin to decline) from frequencies of key spore predators (which would 244 

continue to increase).  Thus, it may become possible to disentangle direct effects of host 245 

diversity from spore predation.  In other words, by linking spore predators to host diversity, we 246 

can test whether host diversity per se drives disease, or whether a spurious dilution pattern arises 247 

merely through correlation with key, relatively rare, spore predators.   248 

 249 

Study system summary 250 

 Three modes of predation—selective, sloppy, and spore—appear relevant to our study 251 

system (Table 1).  Habitat structure could directly or indirectly regulate all of them, based on 252 

decades of natural history research.  However, trophic interactions among predators and their 253 

effects on host density and diversity could confound direct effects with indirect effects of 254 

predators on disease.  Altogether, six ecological links obscure the most important pathways 255 

linking habitat to disease (see Table 2).  Moreover, these most important paths could depend on 256 

the disease metric examined.  To continue, we must first test each of these potential disease 257 

drivers (host density, modes of predation, and host diversity) and each ecological link with 258 

univariate field patterns.  Then, we can begin to synthesize disease drivers and their interactions 259 

with path analysis. 260 

 261 

Univariate Analyses 262 

Field Sampling Methods 263 

We sampled lakes in Green and Sullivan counties (Southwest Indiana, USA) during 264 

epidemics of focal hosts (mid August – early December). The sampling regime differed slightly 265 
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among years: we visited 15 lakes in 2010 (visited weekly), 18 in 2009 (weekly), and 28 in 2014 266 

(fortnightly).  At each visit we collected two samples of zooplankton, each pooling three vertical 267 

tows of a Wisconsin net (13 cm diameter, 153 µm mesh).  With the first sample, we measured 268 

body size (~ 40+ focal host adults) and visually screened live focal hosts (400+) for infections.  269 

Mean body size of adult hosts provides the index of intensity of fish predation.  Infection 270 

prevalence was calculated as the proportion of these focal hosts that were infected.    271 

The second sample was preserved to estimate areal densities of focal hosts and midge 272 

larvae.  We also estimated frequencies of focal hosts (mean frequency: 72%; maximum: 99%) 273 

and spore predators within the host (cladoceran) community (small bodied Ceriodaphnia sp. 274 

[15%, 79%], large D. pulicaria [8%, 44%] and all others lumped together [Bosmina sp.:3%, 275 

28%; Diaphanosoma sp.: 0.7%, 12%; , D. parvula: 0.4%, 10%; Alona sp. & Chydorus sp.: 276 

0.2%,1.4%, and very rare D. ambigua and Scapholebris sp.]).  We calculated inverse Simpson’s 277 

diversity index of this total host community (focal hosts and all spore predators).  Infection 278 

prevalence of focal hosts was multiplied by their total areal density to yield density of infected 279 

hosts.  Finally, we estimated refuge size with vertical casts of a Hydrolab multiprobe, taking 280 

temperature and oxygen at every 0.5 to 1.0 m. Refuge size was calculated as the difference 281 

between the depth of the thermocline (upper bound, defined as maximum buoyancy frequency) 282 

and the oxygen threshold (lower bound, 1 mg/L) (see Penczykowski et al. 2014).  For each lake x 283 

year combination, we calculated a season (Sep.-Nov.) average for each variable.    284 

 285 

Statistical methods 286 

All statistical models were fit using R (R Development Core Team 2010).  Predation 287 

modes (Table 1) and ecological links (Table 2) were tested individually with univariate mixed 288 
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effect models in the package NLME (Pinheiro and Bates 2000).  ‘Lake’ was included in all 289 

models as a random effect (intercept only).  With only three years of data, we modeled ‘year’ as 290 

a fixed (rather than random) effect.  With this baseline model structure, we then used likelihood 291 

ratios to test significance of each relationship.  Density of sloppy midge predators was log 292 

transformed prior to analyses.  However, all other data remained untransformed in order to 293 

preserve their natural variance structures.  We explicitly modeled variance of all response 294 

variables with exponential or power functions to describe the heteroskedasticity in the data (see 295 

Pinheiro and Bates 2000). 296 

 297 

Univariate disease driver results 298 

Field patterns supported host density, all three modes of predation, and host diversity as 299 

potential disease drivers.  Density of focal hosts was not correlated with infection prevalence 300 

(Fig. 1 A; P = 0.25).  However, it was positively correlated with infected host density (Fig. 1 B; 301 

P < 0.0001).  For all other potential drivers, impacts on infected host density (Fig. S1) 302 

qualitatively mirrored those on infection prevalence (Fig. 2).  Lakes with more selective fish 303 

predation (indexed by body size of focal hosts) had lower prevalence (Fig. 2 A; P < 0.0005) and 304 

density of infections (Fig. S1 A; P < 0.0004).  In contrast, lakes with higher densities of sloppy 305 

midge predators (Chaoborus) had higher prevalence (Fig. 2 B; P < 0.0001) and density of 306 

infections (Fig. S1 B; P < 0.0001).  Furthermore, lakes with higher frequencies of small spore 307 

predators (Ceriodaphnia) and other spore predators had lower prevalence (Fig. 2 C & E; both P 308 

< 0.0005) and density of infections (Fig. S1 C & E; P = 0.0024, P < 0.0001, respectively).  309 

However, frequency of large spore predators (D. pulicaria) was unrelated to prevalence (Fig. 2 310 

D; P = 0.58) or density of infections (Fig. S1 D; P = 0.38).  Finally, high host diversity also 311 
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correlated with low prevalence (Fig. 2 E; P = 0.0074) and density of infections (Fig. S1 E; P < 312 

0.0005), consistent with the prediction of a dilution effect. 313 

 314 

Univariate ecological link results 315 

Links among habitat structure, predators, host density, and host diversity complicated 316 

interpretation of these potential disease drivers (see Table 2 for statistical significance of each 317 

link).  Smaller refuges from fish marginally (but not significantly) increased the intensity of fish 318 

predation (i.e., decreased body size of focal hosts [Link 1; Fig. 3 A]).  However, more intense 319 

fish predation did reduce density of sloppy midge predators (Link 2a; Fig. 3 B).  In turn, 320 

frequency of small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) increased with smaller refuges (Link 3a; Fig. 321 

3 D), more intense size-selective fish predation (Link 3b; Fig. 3 E), and lower densities of gape-322 

limited midges (Link 3c; Fig. 3 F).  On the opposite side of the refuge spectrum, frequency of 323 

large spore predators (D. pulicaria) increased with larger refuges (Link 4a; Fig. 3 G), less intense 324 

size-selective fish predation (Link 4b; Fig. 3 H), but lower  densities of gape-limited midge 325 

predators (opposite of the prediction based on natural history, but only marginally significant; 326 

Link 4c; Fig. 3 I).  Thus, predators  were regulated by habitat structure and each other.   327 

Density of focal hosts was much less responsive to these predators, however.  In fact, it 328 

only decreased with higher frequency of small spore predators (marginally significant Link 5c; 329 

Fig. 4 C, likely due to competition).  All other links with densiy of focal hosts were insignificant 330 

(Links 5a,b&d corresponding to Fig. 4 A, B & D, respectively).  Finally, host diversity increased 331 

with higher frequencies of small (Link 6a), large (Link 6b), and other spore predators (Link 6c), 332 

since all of them were relatively rare (Fig. 5 A-C, respectively).  Thus, density of focal hosts and 333 

diversity of host communities (two potential disease drivers) were linked via the community 334 
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composition of spore predators.  This multitude of significant, univariate links (see Table 2) 335 

potentially confound disease drivers (Figs. 2 & S1).  Hence, we turned to path analysis to 336 

disentangle them.  337 

 338 

STEP TWO – SYNTHESIZING DISEASE DRIVERS  339 

Path Analysis Methods 340 

To work through these complicated interactions, we used path analysis.  To fit path 341 

models, we used the package lavaan (Rosseel 2012), weighting observations using the package 342 

lavaan.survey (Oberski 2014) to account for non-independence of the same lakes sampled in 343 

separate years.  Given the limits of our dataset, we tested three complementary models.  Model 1 344 

disentangled drivers of infection prevalence, and model 2 disentangled drivers of density of 345 

infected hosts (hence, it includes ‘focal host density’ [Fig. 1 B]).  Unfortunately, we could not 346 

include ‘host diversity’ in model 2, due to collinearity among too many disease drivers.  347 

Therefore, in order to more directly compare drivers of prevalence versus density of infections, 348 

we fit a third model.  Model 3 is nearly identical to model 1, but it also includes ‘focal host 349 

density’ and omits ‘host diversity’.  These modifications create a parallel structural form for 350 

comparison with model 2.  351 

All models were constructed, fit, and assessed using a robust, pre-determined protocol.  352 

First, all significant and trending univariate patterns were included in each appropriate path 353 

model (excepting the limitations due to collinearity, described above).  Two links (between the 354 

‘fish predation index’ and ‘midge density’, and between ‘small spore predator frequency’ and 355 

‘focal host density’) were fit as covariances, implying correlation.  All other links were fit as 356 

regressions, implying causality.  Additional covariances were included for correlations among 357 
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frequencies of spore predators (since they shared a common denominator).  Second, models were 358 

fit with a maximum likelihood estimator (MLM) that was robust to non-normal standard errors 359 

and used a robust Satorra-Bentler chi-square test statistic (Satorra and Bentler 2001).  After 360 

model fitting, residual covariances were inspected in order to identify any potentially missing 361 

links.  Through this process, the link between refuge size and the index of fish predation (Link 1) 362 

was added to all three models.  Third, we assessed model fits with several robust criteria, 363 

including CFI, TLI, RMSEA, and SRMR test statistics (Hu and Bentler 1999) (see Appendix S1 364 

in Supporting Information for details).  Finally, we extracted P values and standardized 365 

parameter estimates (SPE’s) for each relationship.  These SPE’s were used to compare effect 366 

sizes among paths in our final models.   367 

 368 

Path Analysis Results 369 

Fit statistics confirmed good fits of all three path models (see Table S1).  Table 2 370 

delineates each ecological link, reviews theory behind the relevant natural history of the plankton 371 

system, and reports its statistical significance as a univariate pattern and link in path models 1, 2, 372 

and 3, where applicable (see Tables S2-S4 for parameter estimates and more details). 373 

 374 

Path model 1: Disease drivers & underlying ecological links 375 

Path model 1 (Fig. 6) disentangled drivers of infection prevalence (Fig. 2).  Lakes with 376 

small refuges had more intense fish predation (Link 1), which in turn reduced density of sloppy 377 

midge predators (Link 2a).  Together, small refuges (Link 3a) and more intense fish predation 378 

(Link 3b) increased frequency of small spore predators.  In contrast, larger refuges (Link 4a) and 379 

less intense fish predation (Link 4b) increased frequency of large spore predators.  Even after 380 
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accounting for these ecological links, high frequency of small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) 381 

still directly reduced infection prevalence (P = 0.048; SPE = -0.231).  Simultaneously, high 382 

density of sloppy midge predators (Chaoborus) directly increased infection prevalence (P = 383 

0.026; SPE = 0.294).  However, the index of selective fish predation no longer exerted a 384 

significant direct effect on infection prevalence (P = 0.47; SPE = 0.098), even though it appeared 385 

important univariately (Fig. 2 A).  Instead, fish drove indirect effects on disease, mediated 386 

trophically through changes in small spore predators and sloppy midge predators.  Furthermore, 387 

frequency of other spore predators no longer significantly reduced prevalence of infection (P = 388 

0.103; despite the relatively strong effect, SPE = -0.332).  Finally, the negative diversity-disease 389 

pattern detected univariately (a dilution effect; Fig. 2 F) now disappeared (P = 0.79; SPE = 390 

0.063).  Instead, the path model clarified that this spurious pattern merely echoed, as a 391 

correlational shadow, direct links between infection prevalence and small spore predators (see 392 

Table 2). 393 

 394 

Path models 2 and 3: Disease drivers and underlying ecological links 395 

Model 2 (Fig. 7 A) disentangled drivers of density of infected hosts (Figs. 1 & S1).  All 396 

analogous ecological links were identical (Links 1-2) or qualitatively similar (links 3-4) to model 397 

1 (see Table 2).  Additionally, (Link 5c) frequency of small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) 398 

marginally correlated with lower density of focal hosts (P = 0.070; SPE = -0.240).  In contrast, 399 

disease drivers differed extensively from Model 1.  High total density of focal hosts caused high 400 

densities of infected focal hosts (P < 0.001; SPE = 0.500).  Neither small spore predators (P = 401 

0.16; SPE = -0.116), sloppy midge predators (P = 0.19; SPE = 0.190), nor selective fish 402 

predation (P = 0.68; SPE = 0.054) significantly regulated density of infected hosts, even though 403 
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all appeared important univariately (Fig. S1 A-C).  Instead, in this path model, the tight 404 

relationship between total and infected density of focal hosts (Fig. 1 B) washed out direct effects 405 

of those other drivers.  Nevertheless, small spore predators indirectly reduced density of 406 

infections by marginally lowering density of infected hosts, most likely via competition.  As in 407 

model 1, these small spore predators were regulated by habitat structure (refuge size) and fish 408 

predation (see Table 2).  Thus, habitat structure still connected to disease through predator-409 

mediated pathways.  However, when predicting density of infected hosts, these connections 410 

became weaker and less direct. 411 

Path model 3, the prevalence based analogue of model 2, largely mirrored the original 412 

model of infection prevalence (path model 1).  For example, sloppy midge predators still directly 413 

influenced disease, and selective predators still exerted habitat-mediated indirect effects on 414 

infection prevalence through midges and small spore predators.  However, the intentional 415 

contrasts between models 2 (Fig. 7 A) and 3 (Fig. 7 B) become uniquely informative.  Both 416 

model structures linked small spore predators to focal host density and each respective disease 417 

metric.  However, only the direct link to prevalence mattered in model 3 (since total density of 418 

focal hosts remained unconnected to infection prevalence).  In contrast, only the indirect link 419 

mediated by density of focal hosts mattered in model 2 (since the link between densities of total 420 

and infected hosts was so strong).  Thus, small spore predators reduced each disease metric 421 

through different pathways. 422 

 423 

DISCUSSION 424 

We disentangled drivers of zooplankton epidemics using a two-step approach, guided by 425 

theory and field data.  In step one, we identified several potential disease drivers with univariate 426 
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field patterns.  In this analysis, host density was correlated with density of infected hosts, but not 427 

infection prevalence (Fig. 1).  Additionally, both metrics correlated with selective fish predation, 428 

sloppy midge predation, and spore predation by certain zooplankton taxa (Fig. 2 & S1 A-E).  429 

Finally, both metrics declined with higher diversity of hosts (i.e., focal hosts and all spore 430 

predators combined).  This univariate diversity-disease pattern supports a dilution effect (Fig. 2 431 

& S1 F).  However, some of these strong univariate patterns proved misleading, due to complex 432 

community interactions that obscured the direct and indirect drivers of disease (Figs. 3-5).  In 433 

step two, path analysis uncovered and explained these misleading patterns.  Specifically, path 434 

analyses delineated three types of complicating community interactions: 1) trophic interactions 435 

among predators (see Fig. 3), 2) impacts and regulators of focal host density (see Fig. 4), and 3) a 436 

spurious diversity-disease pattern (see Fig. 5).  All of these interactions were ultimately 437 

grounded in habitat structure (i.e., refuge size; see Figs. 6-7).  438 

Path analysis improved our interpretation of univariate field patterns by breaking down 439 

each of these complicating community interactions.  First, it clarified how trophic interactions 440 

among predators shaped disease.  Surprisingly, in path models 1 and 3, selective fish predation 441 

did not directly reduce infection prevalence (despite Fig. 2 A).  Instead, fish predation worked 442 

indirectly by decreasing density of sloppy midge predators (Link 2a; Fig. 3 B) and increasing 443 

frequency of small spore predators (Link 3b; Fig. 3 E).  In turn, these indirect effects were 444 

modulated by size of the refuges from fish predators (Link 1; Fig. 2 A).  Second, in path models 445 

2 and 3, small spore predators drove the two disease metrics through fundamentally different 446 

pathways.  Small spore predators directly reduced infection prevalence, but indirectly reduced 447 

density of infected hosts by lowering density of focal hosts (likely via competition, and 448 

marginally significant; Link 5c; Fig. 4 C).  Finally, path model 1 undermined a causal 449 
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interpretation of the dilution effect.  Instead, the spurious univariate diversity-disease pattern 450 

merely reflected the direct effects of small spore predators on infection prevalence.  In turn, these 451 

small spore predators were regulated by habitat structure and fish predation.  Each of these 452 

results is more thoroughly discussed in turn.   453 

 454 

Links 1-4): Trophic interactions among predators regulate direct and indirect effects on disease 455 

Selective fish predation, regulated by habitat (Link 1; see Fig. 3 A), structured 456 

communities of other predators in these lakes as predicted (see Table 2).  In lakes with small 457 

refuges, stronger fish predation reduced midge density (Link 2a; Fig. 3 B).  Small bodied spore 458 

predators (Ceriodaphnia) became more frequent with smaller refuges and more intense fish 459 

predation (Links 3a&b; Fig. 3 D & E), while large spore predators (D. pulicaria) became more 460 

common with larger refuges and less intense fish predation (Links 4a&b; Fig. 3 G & H).  Despite 461 

some suggestive univariate relationships (Links 3c & 4c; Fig. 3 F & I), midges had no effect on 462 

composition of spore predators in path models.  Therefore, selective fish predators had the 463 

greatest capacity to regulate disease through trophically-mediated indirect interactions (i.e., 464 

predation on midges and spore predators).  In other systems, other selective predators appear to 465 

regulate schistosomiasis (Sokolow et al. 2015), salmon lice (Krkosek et al. 2011), grasshopper 466 

fungus (Laws et al. 2009), moose tapeworms (Joly and Messier 2004), and grouse nematodes 467 

(Hudson et al. 1992) (see Table 1).  In most of these systems, any potential indirect effects of 468 

these predators are less clear.  However, their indirect effects could even be more important than 469 

their apparent direct effects, as in our case study here.  470 

Indeed, indirect paths linking predators to disease apply broadly. First, our larger 471 

selective predator influenced density of the smaller sloppy predator.  In turn, lakes with less fish 472 
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predation had more disease via higher midge density (Figs. 6 & 7B).  Related relationships 473 

among predators regulate other diseases.  For example, foxes may reduce Lyme disease by 474 

lowering density of small mammal hosts that critically spread infection.  However, coyotes can 475 

outcompete foxes, release small mammals from predation pressure by foxes, and indirectly 476 

elevate Lyme disease risk through these cascading interactions (Levi et al. 2012).  Similarly, 477 

lobster predators prevent epidemics in sea urchins by maintaining low densities of hosts.  478 

However, overharvesting lobsters releases urchins from predation pressure, stimulates their 479 

population growth, and indirectly promotes bacterial epidemics (Lafferty 2004).  In all three 480 

cases, top predators (fish, coyotes, humans) mediate the impacts of mesopredators (midges, 481 

foxes, lobsters) on disease.  Interestingly, mesopredators can then alter disease through different 482 

mechanisms, either increasing it (midges: by spreading parasites during sloppy feeding) or 483 

decreasing it (foxes and lobsters: by controlling density of key hosts). 484 

Second, selective fish predators also regulated disease through direct shifts in the host 485 

community.  Specifically, higher frequencies of small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) reduced 486 

infection prevalence, likely via consumption of free-living parasites (Fig. 2 C).  In turn, intense 487 

fish predation increased frequency of these small spore predators and hence indirectly reduced 488 

disease (Figs. 6 & 7B).  Consumers in other systems can regulate disease via similar shifts in 489 

host communities.  Grazing by vertebrate herbivores can increase frequency of highly competent 490 

grass hosts, and hence increase prevalence of viral disease (Borer et al. 2009).  Thus, consumer 491 

mediated shifts in host communities can either increase or decrease disease.  Other examples 492 

merit more thorough exploration.  For example, variation in community structure of hosts can 493 

drive hantavirus transmission (Clay et al. 2009).  Predators of rodents also appear to decrease 494 
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hantavirus prevalence (Orrock et al. 2011).  Could predators reduce hantavirus by regulating host 495 

community structure, by depressing density of focal hosts, or both?   496 

Shifts in structure of host communities do not always drive disease.  In our case study, 497 

large spore predators (D. pulicaria), had no effect on either disease metric (Figs. 2 & S1 D).  498 

This seemed surprising, since large spore predators completely resist infection and reduce 499 

transmission in experiments (Hall et al. 2009).  In the field, they also reduced epidemic size in a 500 

different set of Michigan lakes (Hall et al. 2009) and delayed the start of epidemics in a subset of 501 

the present Indiana lakes (Penczykowski et al. 2014).  However, using seasonal averages, they 502 

did not reduce infection prevalence among lakes in Michigan (Hall et al. 2010) or Indiana (Fig. 2 503 

D).  Perhaps seasonal declines in refuge size in these Indiana lakes squeeze out this larger spore 504 

predator just as epidemics in the focal host begin.  Alternatively, D. pulicaria can inhabit a 505 

deeper water microhabitat (Leibold 1991), potentially below where spores are consumed by focal 506 

hosts (Cáceres et al. 2009).  Either way, large spore predators somehow remained temporally or 507 

spatially irrelevant.  Nonetheless, a general lesson arises here: competency assays and 508 

transmission experiments alone may not identify key species that drive disease in nature.  509 

Experiments must be paired with field data to robustly identify these taxa (e.g., Johnson et al. 510 

2013, Venesky et al. 2014, Rohr et al. 2015).  Only then can we begin to sort through the direct 511 

and indirect species interactions that regulate disease. 512 

Overall, indirect effects overshadowed the direct effects of selective fish predation in our 513 

case study.  Initially, selective fish predation seemed to strongly regulate both metrics of disease 514 

(Fig. 2A, S1A). However, these univariate patterns (especially for infection prevalence) ignored 515 

trophic interactions between fish predation, midges, and small spore predators (described above).  516 

After accounting for these indirect effects in path model 1, the direct effects of fish predation 517 
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disappeared (Figs. 6-7).  Direct effects of fish predation might be more important elsewhere 518 

(e.g., in Michigan lakes: Duffy and Hall 2008, Hall et al. 2010).  Alternatively, indirect effects 519 

mediated by mesoscale predators and host community structure might frequently overshadow 520 

direct effects of selective predators, even in the Michigan lakes (see Hall et al. 2010), or even 521 

more generally, in other disease systems (Table 1).  Thus, our case study illustrates a common 522 

challenge for community and disease ecologists.  Focusing on potential direct effects of 523 

predators is relatively simple, while unraveling complicated trophic webs requires a great 524 

amount of data and insight from natural history.  Nevertheless, these indirect effects can be 525 

extremely influential (e.g., Lafferty 2004, Borer et al. 2009, Levi et al. 2012, Orlofske et al. 526 

2012, Orlofske et al. 2014, Rohr et al. 2015).   527 

 528 

Link 5): Impacts and regulators of focal host density 529 

Density of focal hosts impacted the two disease metrics differentially.  Univariately, 530 

density of focal hosts had no relationship with infection prevalence (Fig. 1 A).  However, total 531 

and infected density of focal hosts were closely linked (Fig. 1 B).  This mismatch may have 532 

arisen because high host density can depress per capita infection risk, decoupling the density-533 

prevalence relationship (Civitello et al. 2013).  These different roles of host density caused stark 534 

differences between path models disentangling infection prevalence (path model 2; Fig. 7 A) and 535 

density of infected hosts (path model 3; Fig. 7 B).  Specifically, small spore predators and sloppy 536 

midge predators directly regulated infection prevalence, but no predators directly regulated 537 

density of infected hosts.  Instead, these potential impacts (supported univariately) were 538 

statistically overwhelmed by the strong link between density of total and infected hosts in the 539 

path analysis.  In turn, focal host density was not regulated by fishes, midges, or large spore 540 
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predators (Fig. 4 A, B & D, respectively).  However, it was marginally regulated by frequency of 541 

small spore predators (Link 5c; Fig. 4 C; P = 0.07), who compete with focal hosts (Strauss et al. 542 

2015) and who themselves depend on habitat structure and fish predation.  Thus, these small 543 

spore predators indirectly reduced density of infected hosts, likely via competition (Fig. 7 A).   544 

Consequently, small spore predators reduced disease in two different ways, each 545 

primarily driving a different disease metric.  In general, consumption of free living fungal spores 546 

can reduce encounters between focal hosts and parasites, while competition can regulate host 547 

density (see Strauss et al. 2015).  This combination of encounter reduction and host regulation 548 

defines ‘friendly competition’ (Hall et al. 2009, Strauss et al. 2015).  Here, path analysis enabled 549 

us to partition host regulation (mediated by focal host density; Fig. 7B) versus encounter 550 

reduction (not mediated by focal host density; Fig. 7A).  The partition reveals that host 551 

regulation primarily reduced density of infected hosts, while encounter reduction reduced 552 

infection prevalence.  Thus, although the univariate links between Ceriodaphnia frequency and 553 

prevalence (Fig. 2 C) or density of infections (Fig. S1 C) looked superficially similar, they likely 554 

arose by different mechanisms.  These two components of friendly competition may be quite 555 

general.  Examples likely include hantavirus transmitted among rodents (Clay et al. 2009), 556 

Schistosoma among snails (Johnson et al. 2009), parasites in intertidal communities (Johnson and 557 

Thieltges 2010), emerging diseases in amphibians (Johnson et al. 2013, Venesky et al. 2014), 558 

and fungal pathogens and viruses in plant communities (Mitchell et al. 2002, Boudreau 2013, 559 

Lacroix et al. 2014).  A similar partition between host regulation and encounter reduction could 560 

help clarify drivers of prevalence versus density of infections in all of these systems.   561 

More generally, path analyses can attribute changes in disease to either changes in host 562 

density or changes in other drivers.  This approach could be broadly useful (see Begon 2008).  563 
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For example, it could determine whether selective predators (see Table 1) reduce disease by 564 

merely reducing total host density, or also by selectively culling infected hosts (or, as in this case 565 

study, via other indirect paths).  In Lyme disease, density of infected ticks depends on both total 566 

tick density and infection prevalence.  In turn, both of these factors can depend on the rodent 567 

community (Vanbuskirk and Ostfeld 1995, Randolph and Dobson 2012).  Path analysis could 568 

clarify whether rodents in field data drive Lyme disease more through infection prevalence or 569 

total density of ticks.  Dragonfly predators regulate Ribeiroia infections in amphibians by both 570 

consuming free-living parasites (reducing transmission) and lowering host density via predation 571 

(elevating per-host transmission risk, because parasites seek hosts).  These impacts 572 

counterbalance each other and are extremely difficult to detect in field data, but path models 573 

might tease them apart (Orlofske et al. 2014, Rohr et al. 2015).  These examples exhibit a wide 574 

range of insights that can be gained with path models that distinguish between drivers of host 575 

densities and drivers of per capita transmission. 576 

 577 

Link 6): Spurious diversity-disease pattern 578 

The host diversity-disease pattern in our case study proved fairly misleading.  In 579 

univariate regressions, higher diversity of hosts appeared to decrease prevalence (Fig. 2 F) and 580 

density (Fig. S1 F) of infections, consistent with the pattern behind the controversial dilution 581 

effect (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000a, Keesing et al. 2006, Begon 2008, Randolph and Dobson 582 

2012).  However, in path model 1 (Fig. 6), diversity had a negligible effect on disease.  As such, 583 

our results support the dilution effect as spurious correlational pattern, but not a causal disease 584 

driver.  Instead, path model 1 shows how small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) strongly reduced 585 

infection prevalence themselves (Fig. 2 C & E).  Simultaneously, frequency of all spore 586 
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predators increased host diversity (Links 6a&c; Fig. 5 A & C).  Once we accounted for these 587 

links, diversity itself had a negligible effect on disease.  This result makes sense since no a priori 588 

mechanism links diversity per se to disease (see LoGiudice et al. 2003, Randolph and Dobson 589 

2012).  In contrast, Ceriodaphnia spore predators can reduce disease mechanistically—by both 590 

consuming free-living parasite spores and competing with focal hosts (Strauss et al. 2015).   591 

More generally, a similar confounding correlation between diversity and key ‘diluters’ 592 

can arise whenever focal hosts are common and diluters are rare (e.g., Ostfeld and Keesing 593 

2000b, Johnson et al. 2013, Lacroix et al. 2014).  Incidentally, this condition is one of the core 594 

requirements for a dilution effect (Ostfeld and Keesing 2000a, Keesing et al. 2006).  Although 595 

meta-analysis demonstrates that diversity appears to broadly inhibit parasites (Civitello et al. 596 

2015a), the mechanistic drivers of these diversity-disease patterns are rarely dissected.  In the 597 

meta-analysis, 89 of 168 studies compared infection risk for host species with and without one 598 

additional species.  In these cases, the design clarifies which ‘diluter’ species reduced disease.  599 

However, in the remaining 79 studies, it is often challenging to disentangle diversity per se from 600 

the identity of key diluters, especially in observational studies.  Thus, compelling diversity-601 

disease patterns of dilution effects may broadly obscure the key taxa and mechanisms driving 602 

these patterns.  More experiments that independently manipulate diversity and species identity 603 

are needed to rigorously attribute ‘diluting’ effects to key taxa versus diversity per se. 604 

Alternatively, with path analyses it even becomes possible to attribute observational 605 

dilution patterns to key diluter taxa.  Through the same approach, we can also tease apart effects 606 

of key diluters from potential correlative changes in density of focal hosts (see Begon 2008).   607 

Finally, it becomes possible to link habitat to disease via key diluters (i.e., small predators dilute 608 

in higher predation lakes with smaller refuges).  With this habitat-centered approach, we can 609 
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clarify why species diversity correlates with disease, which species drive the pattern, and how 610 

they interfere with disease transmission.  This approach greatly improves upon more correlative 611 

studies between diversity and disease (e.g., Allan et al. 2009, Huang et al. 2013), although those 612 

patterns offer an important starting point.   613 

 614 

Future directions 615 

The habitat-centered approach here could be expanded to synthesize other community 616 

interactions.  For example, other habitat variables and abiotic drivers could explain additional 617 

variation in our Metschnikowia disease system.  Here, we grounded all drivers in size of the deep 618 

water refuge.  However, midge density was not related to refuge size (Link 2b; Fig. 3 C), 619 

possibly because midge larvae can also use deep anoxic waters or sediments below the deep-620 

water refuge (Gonzalez and Tessier 1997).  Instead, lakes with more dissolved organic carbon 621 

(DOC) have more midges (Overholt et al. 2012).  DOC can also structure the refuge habitat, 622 

intensity of fish predation, and frequencies of spore predators in the cladoceran community 623 

(Wissel et al. 2003, Penczykowski et al. 2014).  Moreover, DOC reduces solar radiation, which 624 

can directly kill free-living fungal Metschnikowia spores (Overholt et al. 2012).  We aim to study 625 

these interactions in future analyses armed with more data.  More ambitiously, we hope to 626 

eventually synthesize our results with other, less well-documented factors among our lakes.  For 627 

example, a broader synthesis could incorporate impacts of human fishing, predation by 628 

piscivorous fish, lake productivity, shifts in phytoplankton communities, or outbreaks of other 629 

parasites of zooplankton, phytoplankton, or fishes.  We must first lay the groundwork to 630 

understand all of these factors’ roles in the aquatic food web before we can synthesize their 631 

interactions (but see Civitello et al. 2015b) 632 
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Path models of other disease systems could also test other important modes of predation.  633 

Most obviously, in other systems, predation of intermediate hosts could influence transmission of 634 

tropically-transmitted parasites while ‘micropredation’ can transmit parasites when 635 

micropredators act as disease vectors (see Lafferty and Kuris 2002).  In our system, two 636 

additional modes may occur.  First, predators can change host behavior, which may in turn 637 

change their exposure to parasites (Thiemann and Wassersug 2000).  Fish and midge predation 638 

can regulate the depths at which focal hosts and spore predators migrate and reside (Leibold 639 

1991, Gonzalez and Tessier 1997), possibly influencing contact with parasites.  Second, 640 

predators can change host traits, rendering them either more (e.g., Katz et al. 2014) or less (e.g., 641 

Groner and Relyea 2015) susceptible to parasites.  One such trait is body size: larger hosts have 642 

higher exposure rates and larger spore yields, both of which can increase disease (Hall et al. 643 

2007, Duffy et al. 2011, Bertram et al. 2013, Civitello et al. 2015b, Strauss et al. 2015).  To 644 

understand how these and other modes of predation interact, we must first clearly understand 645 

their direct effects on disease (e.g., Table 1).  Then, we can begin to examine their interactions. 646 

 647 

Summary 648 

Here, we disentangled community disease drivers of zooplankton epidemics using a two-649 

step approach.  We aimed to explain the most important paths linking habitat structure to disease, 650 

via changes in host density, three modes of predation, and/or host diversity.  In step one, we 651 

identified several potential disease drivers with univariate field patterns, motivated by natural 652 

history theory.  However, several of these univariate patterns proved misleading, due to complex 653 

community interactions.  In step two, path analysis uncovered and explained these misleading 654 

patterns.  For instance, we detected an apparent effect of selective predation, but then explained 655 
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it better through indirect trophically-mediated effects on sloppy and spore predators.  We 656 

detected weak effects of selective, sloppy, and spore predation on density of infected hosts, but 657 

these signals were overwhelmed by the much stronger signal of total host density itself.  Finally, 658 

we detected a disease-diversity pattern signaling a ‘dilution effect’, but then explained the pattern 659 

mechanistically by encounter reduction and host regulation from a key spore predator taxa.  660 

Ultimately, habitat structure grounded all three of these interactions in the path models.  We 661 

hope that this approach to simplifying complexity will stimulate similar work in other disease 662 

systems.  We must continue to disentangle these webs of interactions in order to advance our 663 

broad understanding of the community ecology of disease. 664 
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TABLES 908 

Table 1.  Three modes of predation and their direct effects on disease: general theory, empirical examples, and natural history in the 909 

study system here, with a zooplankton focal host (Daphnia dentifera) and a fungal parasite (Metschnikowia bicuspidata). 910 

Predation Mode  

& General Theory 

Select Empirical Examples Daphnia / 

Metschnikowia system 

 

Selective Predation 

      

Theory: Selective predators 

target and cull infected prey, 

reducing prevalence, density, 

or intensity of infections 

(Hudson et al. 1992, Packer 

et al. 2003, Hall et al. 2005).   

 

• Selective prawn predators target schistosome-infected snails, and appear 

to reduce schistosomiasis transmission (Sokolow et al. 2015). 

• Selective piscivorous fish target lice-infected juvenile salmon, likely 

lowering sea lice infection loads (Krkosek et al. 2011). 

• Selective spiders target fungus-infected grasshoppers, reducing parasite-

driven host mortality (Laws et al. 2009). 

• Selective wolves appear to target moose heavily infected with 

tapeworms, reducing infection burdens (Joly and Messier 2004). 

• Selective foxes appear to target heavily infected grouse, potentially 

lowering nematode infection burdens (Hudson et al. 1992). 

 

Bluegill sunfish (Lepomis 

macrochirus) predators 

target infected hosts 

because fungal infection 

make hosts conspicuous 

(Duffy and Hall 2008).  

Selective fish predation 

appears to lower infection 

prevalence (Hall et al. 

2010).   
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Sloppy Predation 

 

Theory: Sloppy predators (or 

herbivores, or scavengers) 

can distribute infectious free-

living parasites when they 

attack infected prey (Cáceres 

et al. 2009, Auld et al. 2014).  

 

 

• Sloppy Didinium predators may increase infectious free living bacteria, 

when attacking infected Paramecium prey (Banerji et al. 2015). 

• Sloppy butterflyfish attack infected coral and enhance water-borne 

transmission of black-band disease (Aeby and Santavy 2006). 

• Sloppy beetle herbivores spread rust fungus spores (potentially long 

distances) after foraging on infected musk thistle (Kok and Abad 1994).   

• Sloppy jackal or vulture scavengers may distribute anthrax spores away 

from ungulate carcasses through feces (Lindeque and Turnbull 1994). 

 

Larval Chaoborus midges 

regurgitate spores after 

attacking infected hosts 

(Cáceres et al. 2009).  

High midge density 

correlates with high 

infection prevalence (Hall 

et al. 2010).   

 

 

Spore Predation 

(more generally: predation of 

free-living parasites) 

 

 

• Zooplankton consume free-living chytrid zoospores, potentially 

suppressing outbreaks of algal chytrids (reviewed: Kagami et al. 2014). 

• Aquatic micropredators consume fungal zoospores, reducing infection 

rates of chytridiomycosis in amphibians (Schmeller et al. 2014). 

 

Cladoceran spore 

predators inadvertently 

“vacuum” spores while 

filter-feeding.  They 
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Theory: Predators of free-

living parasites can consume 

parasites without becoming 

infected.  Spore predation 

reduces encounters between 

focal hosts and parasites and 

can lower infection 

prevalence or density of 

infections (Johnson et al. 

2010, Strauss et al. 2015).   

 

• Damselfly nymphs consume free-living trematode larvae, reducing 

Ribeiroia infections in amphibian hosts (Orlofske et al. 2012). 

• Small fishes consume free-living trematode larvae, potentially reducing 

transmission success to final hosts (Kaplan et al. 2009). 

• Predatory fungi capture and consume free-living nematodes, even after 

passage through dog gastrointestinal tracts, offering potential biocontrol 

for nematodes infecting mammals (Carvalho et al. 2009). 

• Dung beetles feed on parasitic nematodes and protozoans, broadly 

reducing transmission to livestock, wildlife, and humans (reviewed: 

Nichols et al. 2008). 

 

rarely (small 

Ceriodaphnia sp.) or 

never (large D. pulicaria) 

become infected.  Both 

taxa appear to reduce 

prevalence and/or density 

of infections (Hall et al. 

2009, Hall et al. 2010, 

Penczykowski et al. 2014, 

Strauss et al. 2015). 

 

 911 

 912 

 913 

 914 
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Table 2.  Six ecological links among habitat, predators, density of focal hosts, and diversity of the host community complicate 915 

disease drivers in the study system with zooplankton focal hosts (Daphnia dentifera) and fungal parasites (Metschnikowia 916 

bicuspidata).  Column 1 delineates each link, column 2 reviews relevant natural history theory, and column 3 reports statistical 917 

significance as a univariate pattern.  Columns 4 and 5 report P values and standardized parameter estimates with links as paths in path 918 

model 1(disentangling drivers of infection prevalence), and path model 2 (disentangling drivers of density of infected hosts).  919 

Ecological links in path models 2 and 3 are quantitatively identical (column 5).  Significant and trending P values (P < 0.1) are bold.   920 

 921 

Ecological Link Natural History Theory Univariate 

Result 

Path Model 1 

(Fig. 6) 

Path Models 2 & 

3     

(Fig. 7 A & B) 

Link 1 : Regulators of Intensity 

of Selective Predation (Fish, 

e.g., Lepomis macrochirus): 

1) Prey escape fish predation in the 

refuge.  Small refuges should increase1 

P = 0.11 

Fig. 3 A 

P = 0.004 

SPE = 0.297 

 Link 2: Regulators of Density 

of Sloppy Predators (Midge,  

2a) More intense fish predation should 

decrease (via predation)2 

P = 0.017 

Fig. 3 B 

P = 0.052 

SPE = 0.281 

Chaoborus punctipennis): 2b) Larger refuges from fish predation 

should increase2 

P = 0.98 

Fig. 3 C 

Univariate relationship not  

significant or trending 
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Link 3 : Regulators of 

Frequency of Small Spore  

3a) Smaller refuges from fish should 

increase (small = inconspicuous)2 

P < 0.0001 

Fig. 3 D 

P = 0.009 

SPE = -0.251 

P = 0.037 

SPE = -0.211 

Predators (Zooplankton, 

Ceriodaphnia sp.): 

3b) More intense fish pred. should 

increase (small = inconspicuous)1 

P = 0.0064 

Fig. 3 E 

P = 0.002 

SPE = -0.351 

P = 0.09 

SPE = -0.358 

 3c) Lower gape-limited midge density 

should increase (small = susceptible)3 

P = 0.0072 

Fig. 3 F 

P = 0.75 

SPE = -0.039 

P = 0.89 

SPE = -0.016 

Link 4 : Regulators of 

Frequency of Large Spore  

4a) Larger refuges from fish should 

increase (large = conspicuous)4 

P < 0.0001 

Fig. 3 G 

P < 0.001 

SPE = 0.600 

P < 0.001 

SPE = 0.608 

Predators (Zooplankton, 

Daphnia pulicaria): 

4b) Less intense fish predation should 

increase (large = conspicuous)1 

P < 0.0005 

Fig. 3 H 

P = 0.002 

SPE = 0.254 

P = 0.003 

SPE = 0.236 

 4c) Higher gape-limited midge density 

should increase (large = resistant)2 

*P = 0.062 

Fig. 3 I 

P = 0.30 

SPE = -0.075 

P = 0.35 

SPE = -0.070 

Link 5 : Regulators of Density 

of Focal Hosts (Zooplankton,  

5a) More intense fish predation should 

decrease (via predation)2 

P = 0.73 

Fig. 4 A 

Univariate relationship not 

significant or trending 

Daphnia dentifera): 5b) Higher midge density should 

decrease (via predation)2 

P = 0.46 

Fig. 4 B 

Univariate relationship not  

significant or trending 
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 5c) Higher freq. small spore pred. 

should decrease (via competition)4 

P = 0.070 

Fig. 4 C 

Host density not 

important (Fig. 1 A)  

P = 0.070 

SPE = -0.240 

 5d) Higher freq. large spore pred. 

should decrease (via competition)5 

P = 0.18 

Fig. 4 D 

Univariate relationship not  

significant or trending 

Link 6 : Regulators of Host 

Diversity (Zooplankton: Focal  

6a) Higher freq. small spore pred. 

should increase (because rare) 

P < 0.0005 

Fig. 5 A 

P < 0.001 

SPE = 0.365 

 

Hosts and Spore Predators): 6b) Higher freq. large spore pred. 

should increase (because rare) 

P = 0.037 

Fig. 5 B 

P < 0.001 

SPE = 0.479 

† collinearity 

among disease  

 6c) Higher freq. rare spore pred. 

should increase (because rare) 

P < 0.0001 

Fig. 5 C 

P < 0.001 

SPE = 0.664 

predictors 

* = univariate trend detected in the opposite direction than predicted from theory (Link 4c) 922 

† = links not included, because inclusion of the ‘dilution effect’ link between diversity and disease created collinearity among disease 923 

predictors (path models 2 and 3) 924 

References: 1 (Tessier and Woodruff 2002). 2(Gonzalez and Tessier 1997). 3 (Wissel et al. 2003). 4(Tessier and Welser 1991). 4(Strauss 925 

et al. 2015).5 (Hall et al. 2009). 926 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 927 

 928 

Figure 1.  Overall density of focal hosts (Daphnia dentifera) A) does not drive infection 929 

prevalence, but B) does drive density of infected focal hosts.  Each point is a lake population in a 930 

given year (2009, 2010, and 2014).  Infection prevalence is mean proportion of focal hosts 931 

infected during an epidemic season.  Infected host density is mean density of infected focal hosts 932 

over the same time period.  Regression models were fit with random ‘lake’ effects, fixed ‘year’ 933 

effects, and flexible variance functions to account for heteroscedasticity in the data.     934 

 935 

Figure 2.  Three modes of predation (Table 1) correlate with infection prevalence of the focal 936 

host zooplankton (Daphnia dentifera).  Infection prevalence is mean proportion of focal hosts 937 

infected during an epidemic season.  Each point is a lake population in a given year.  A) Selective 938 

Predation: Fish predation is indexed by body size of adult focal hosts (mm).  Smaller size = 939 

more fish predation (↑); larger size = less (↓).  More selective fish predation (left on x-axis) 940 

correlated with lower infection prevalence.  B) Sloppy Predation: More sloppy midge predators 941 

(Chaoborus) correlated with higher infection prevalence.  C-E) Spore Predation: C) High 942 

frequencies within the host community of small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) correlated with 943 

lower infection prevalence.  D) Frequency of large spore predators (D. pulicaria) did not, but E) 944 

frequency of other spore predators also did.  Host Diversity: Finally, F) higher host diversity 945 

(focal hosts and spore predators) also correlated with lower infection prevalence, consistent with 946 

a dilution effect.  Regression models were fit with random ‘lake’ effects, fixed ‘year’ effects, and 947 

flexible variance functions to account for heteroscedasticity in the data.     948 

 949 
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Figure 3.  Predators were regulated by habitat structure and trophic interactions with other 950 

predators (Links 1-4; see Table 2).  Each point is a lake population in a given year.  A) Small 951 

refuge habitats had only marginally more fish predation.  B) More intense fish predation (smaller 952 

adult focal host size; left on x-axis) correlated with fewer sloppy midge predators (Chaoborus).  953 

However, C) refuge size did not predict midge density.  Small spore predators were more 954 

frequent when D) refuge size was smaller, E) fish predation intensity was higher, and F) midge 955 

density was lower.  In contrast, large spore predators were more frequent when G) refuge size 956 

was larger, H), fish predation intensity was lower, and I)  midge density was lower (marginally).  957 

Regression models were fit with random ‘lake’ effects, fixed ‘year’ effects, and flexible variance 958 

functions to account for heteroscedasticity in the data.     959 

 960 

Figure 4.   Focal host density (Daphnia dentifera) was only marginally regulated by small spore 961 

predators (Link 5, see Table 2).  Each point is a lake population in a given year.  Focal host 962 

density was not reduced by A) fish predation intensity or B) midge predator density (both are 963 

predators of focal hosts).  C) Focal host density was marginally lower in lakes with higher 964 

frequencies of small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia), but D) not in lakes with higher frequencies 965 

of large spore predators (D. pulicaria) (both spore predators compete with focal hosts).  966 

Regression models were fit with random ‘lake’ effects, fixed ‘year’ effects, and flexible variance 967 

functions to account for heteroscedasticity in the data.     968 

 969 

Figure 5.  Diversity of the host community (i.e., focal hosts [Daphnia dentifera] and spore 970 

predators) was strongly regulated by frequency of each group of spore predators.  Spore 971 

predators are themselves hosts, but are all rarer than focal hosts.  Each point is a lake population 972 
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in a given year.  Higher frequencies of A) small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia), B) large spore 973 

predators (D. pulicaria), and C) other spore predators all increased host diversity.  Regression 974 

models were fit with random ‘lake’ effects, fixed ‘year’ effects, and flexible variance functions 975 

to account for heteroscedasticity in the data.     976 

 977 

Figure 6.  Path model 1 disentangles drivers of infection prevalence in a focal host (Daphnia 978 

dentifera).  Ecological links among habitat, predators, and host diversity (Links 1-4 & 6, Table 2; 979 

Figs. 3 & 5) synthesize three modes of predation (Table 1; Fig. 2).  From the bottom, moving up: 980 

1) Small refuges led to intense selective fish predation.  2a) Intense fish predation correlated with 981 

low density of sloppy midge predators (Chaoborus).  3a) Small refuges & 3b) intense fish 982 

predation increased frequency of small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) in the host community.  983 

4a) Large refuges & 4b) less intense fish predation increased frequency of large spore predators 984 

(D. pulicaria).  6a-c) Frequencies of all spore predators increased host diversity.  Disease 985 

Drivers:  Sloppy midge predators and small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia) had large, 986 

significant, and direct effects on infection prevalence.  Selective fish predation did not directly 987 

drive infection prevalence, but indirectly mediated density of sloppy midge predators and 988 

frequency of small spore predators.  Other spore predators reduced disease, but not significantly.  989 

The dilution effect pattern was not significant, once accounting for the direct effects of small 990 

spore predators and other spore predators.  Model fit statistics: Satorra-Bentler chi square P = 991 

0.903; CFI = 1.000; TLI = 1.152; RMSEA = 0.000; SRMR = 0.044.    992 

 993 

Figure 7.  A) Path model 2 disentangles drivers of infected focal host density (Daphnia 994 

dentifera).  B) Path model 3 mirrors the structure of model 1 (Fig. 6), but without ‘host 995 
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diversity’, in order to facilitate direct comparisons with path model 2.  Both models: Ecological 996 

links among habitat, host density, and predators (Links 1-5, Table 2; Figs. 1, 3 & 4) synthesize 997 

three modes of predation (Table 1; Fig. S1).  Links 1-4 are qualitatively identical to Fig. 6.  998 

Additionally, 5c) high frequencies small spore predators (Ceriodaphnia competitors) marginally 999 

correlated with low focal host densities.  Model 2): Neither spore predators, sloppy predators, 1000 

nor selective predators regulated density of infected hosts.  Instead, it depended only on total 1001 

density of focal hosts.  Model 3): Drivers are qualitatively identical to model 1 (Fig. 6).  Model 2 1002 

fit statistics: Satorra-Bentler chi square P = 0.317; CFI = 0.985; TLI = 0.948; RMSEA = 0.053; 1003 

SRMR = 0.070.  Model 3 fit statistics: Satorra-Bentler chi square P = 0.404; CFI = 0.997; TLI = 1004 

0.990; RMSEA = 0.022; SRMR = 0.066.    1005 

  1006 
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FIGURES 1007 

 1008 

Figure 1. 1009 

 1010 

  1011 
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Figure 2. 1012 
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Figure 3. 1015 
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Figure 4.  1018 
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Figure 5. 1021 
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Figure 6. 1024 

 1025 

  1026 
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Figure 7. 1027 

 1028 

 1029 
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